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ABOUT WORTHY PARK ESTATE
Established in 1670, Worthy Park Estate is one of the most historic sugar and rum producers in Jamaica. 

Every element of rum production, from cane harvest, to molasses production, fermentation, distillation, and bottling, 
takes place on the Estate. Thousands of acres of our own sugar cane are the source for molasses used 

during distillation in our 100% copper double retort pot-still.

SILVER
: 750 mL, 1L  |  : 40%
: Crystal clear
: Slightly floral with citrus notes 
and eucalyptus.
 : Hints of supple coconut 
and light caramel, sweet vanilla cream, 
and subtle banana notes.

OVERPROOF
volume: 750 mL, 1L  |  abv: 63%
appearance: Crystal clear
aroma: Freshly cut sweetness of sugar cane, light grass, 
and exotic papaya fruit, with notes of passionfruit and 
fermented pineapple.
tasting notes: Ripened bananas, exotic fruits like 
papaya and passionfruit. Hints of vegetal notes.

109 DARK RUM
volume: 750 mL, 1L  |  abv: 54.5%
appearance: Dark chocolate with flashes of deep copper
aroma: Heady aroma with dried fruit, cocoa, 
and green plantain. 
tasting notes: Opens with notes of fresh tropical fruit, 
hints of banana, pineapple, and orange. Distinct flavors 
of crème brûlée, cacao, and coffee, accompanied by the 
unmistakable Jamaican funk resulting from the high 
ester pot-still rums.

SELECT
volume: 750 mL, 1L  |  abv: 40%
age: 4 -12 yr blend, American white oak,ex-bourbon barrels
appearance: Glowing amber
aroma: Rich treacle toffee and caramel.
tasting notes: Banana, pineapple, and orange. 
Distinct flavors of crème brûlée, cacao, and coffee, 
accompanied by the unmistakable Jamaican funk 
resulting from the high ester pot-still rums and 
a long, mellow finish. 
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Worthy Park has so much aligned to be a great rum company. We have the cane fields, the sugar factory, and the 
distillery, all at the same location. “Cane field to glass” as they say. We also have 346 years of well-documented 
history and heritage that cannot be reproduced or fabricated. Finally, we have the origin, being Jamaica, world 
famous for many things, including rum. I feel grateful to have this foundation behind me to distill and blend truly 
great Jamaican Rum.

Gordon Clarke, Co-Managing Director

SINGLE ESTATE RESERVE
volume: 750 mL  |  abv: 45%
appearance: Vibrant gold
aroma: Bananas, baking spices, and vanilla giving 
way to tea and fennel.
tasting notes: Sweet toffee with a hint of 
black pepper, followed by brine, anise, nutmeg, 
and allspice. Overripe banana and mango. 
Medium length finish with cocoa nib and 
a whisper of oak and leather.

SINGLE ESTATE 2006
volume: 750 mL  |  abv: 56%
appearance: Deep amber
aroma: Figs, raisins, red fruit, allspice, 
banana bread, coffee.
tasting notes: Oily and rich, but well-integrated. 
Opens with crème brûlée, sweetbreads, and toasted 
nuts. Citrus and herbs appear and vanish, giving 
way to an explosion of spices. Big finish of 
pungent, overripe bananas. 

SPECIAL CASK SERIES MADEIRA
volume: 750 mL  |  abv: 45%
appearance: Cinnamon with orange flashes
aroma: Opulent and bold, with vanilla notes 
and toasted almonds.
tasting notes: A natural sweetness, 
touches of caramel and vanilla initially on 
the palate giving way to a long ginger note. 
Finishes with a crescendo of tropical fruit, 
lingering spice and oak.

SPECIAL CASK SERIES PORT
volume: 750 mL  |  abv: 45%
appearance: Amber with orange flecks 
aroma: Sweet caramel mixed with banana 
and raspberry. Whispers of cassis and jam.
tasting notes: Hints of brown sugar, salted nuts, 
and caramel. Distinct flavors of dried tropical fruit 
and raisins. The port cask is evident as the notes 
of red wine come through to compliment the 
initial sweetness.

RUM CREAM
volume: 750 mL  |  abv: 15%
appearance: Milk chocolate
aroma: Rich milk chocolate with hints of vanilla 
and freshly roasted nuts.
tasting notes: A delicious and indulgent treat, 
this gourmet cream liqueur has a long round finish with 
distinguished Jamaica rum undertones that linger on the 
palate. A perfect complement to premium espresso coffee 
drinks or dessert of your choice!
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